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business community. Our vision is for the Baton Rouge Area to be
one of the leading economies and premier business locations in the
country, growing and attracting talent with its unique culture, vibrant
communities and beautiful spaces.
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This Prospectus outlines the goals and strategies to accomplish
this ambitious vision and makes the case for investment in regional
economic development. Our area’s business leaders believe that our
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region has all the assets and talent to fulfill our vision and to compete
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decade and the progress the region has made.
Our investors believe that BRAC plays a singularly important role for

Continued Economic Diversification and Productivity

leading the region toward this vision. We are committed to the role
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plan guides the work that BRAC’s talented team will do through the
year 2020, so that our investors understand our strategy and hold
us accountable to its framework. From assisting existing businesses
and recruiting new ones, to securing victories for critical public policy
reforms, BRAC continues to be an instrument for economic progress.
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BRAC’s
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
PARTNERS
• Ascension Parish

• Pointe Coupee Parish

• East Baton Rouge Parish

• St. Helena Parish

• East Feliciana Parish

• West Baton Rouge Parish

• Iberville Parish

• West Feliciana Parish

• Livingston Parish
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BRAC’s IMPACT
BUILDING ON MOMENTUM

IN THE LAST DECADE, BRAC’S STRATEGIC VISION, COMBINED
WITH THE SUPPORT OF OUR REGIONAL PARTNERS AND

The first campaign, The Campaign for a Greater

GROWING INVESTOR BASE, HAS POSITIONED THE REGION TO

Baton Rouge (2006-2010), rallied the support of

MAKE AN EVEN GREATER IMPACT IN THE NEXT FIVE YEARS.

more than 100 investors and resulted in one of the
most successful economic development campaigns
in the nation. The Campaign for a Greater Baton
Rouge established a solid foundation for a regional
economic development program that has seen
tremendous growth in recent years.

BRINGING THE REGION TOGETHER

Fast forward five years to The Creative Capital

In 2005, Southern Louisiana was feeling the effects of Hurricanes

Agenda. This campaign innovated and matured

Katrina and Rita. It was in the aftermath of these natural disasters

BRAC’s efforts through six strategies: job creation,

that the Baton Rouge Area was awakened to the opportunity to

international development, entrepreneurship and

become the leading growth economy in Louisiana. BRAC unified

innovation, global branding, talent development and

the assets and efforts of the metropolitan area, acting as an

regional competitiveness.

impartial broker for the entire region for business prospects
seeking to make investments in the area.

PROGRESS BEGINS WITH A PLAN

YEARS

PROJECTS ANNOUNCED

YEARS

JOBS ANNOUNCED

2001-2005

76

2001-2005

3,784

economic growth and development through the creation of a

2006-2010

144

2006-2010

7,657

five-year strategic plan. Beginning in 2006, BRAC – then known

2011 -2015

185

2011 -2015

9,146

Every five years we take a look at our role as a conduit for

as the Greater Baton Rouge Chamber of Commerce – realized
the need to shift our focus in order to tackle the needs of the

Source: Site Selection/Conway Data

entire Baton Rouge Area. We did more than change our name;
we took the lead in economic development for the nine-parish
area, garnering support of businesses and organizations across
the region.

As a result, the first five years saw a twofold increase in both Baton Rouge Area projects
and jobs announced, compared to the five years before its formation. That performance
was maintained and strengthened during the second period.
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THINK BIGGER: THE FIVE-YEAR
REGIONAL STRATEGIC PLAN
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Baton Rouge Area’s business community identified the next set of
big ideas and priorities in which to invest. The new strategic plan for
2016-2020 was developed through regional input, focused research and

IT’S TIME TO CHANGE
HOW WE THINK.
Within the next five years we are poised to achieve
even greater heights. The region is facing challenges
that, in some cases, have plagued it for years

the guidance of a planning committee. It’s aggressive, it’s bold and it
sets out to achieve some impressive milestones that this region needs to
compete and prosper.
Support of this plan is the opportunity for businesses to move forward
in unison to build the Baton Rouge Area we need for the future. By
investing in and engaging with BRAC, your business can play an integral
role in the future success of the region. Now is the time for the region –
and your organization – to Think Bigger.

and might seem overwhelming to some. At BRAC,
however, we see prime opportunities harmonizing

THE STRATEGIC PLAN

with a momentum that’s been building since 2006.

Our strategic plan is guided by a collective vision of our investors and

We see the next five years as a period during which

community partners. While we have achieved much in the last 10 years,
it is time to raise the proverbial bar and set higher expectations for the

the Baton Rouge Area moves forward faster than

Baton Rouge Area. We all need to Think Bigger.

ever before. But, it will take a strong plan. Unique
solutions. And unwavering support.

BRAC WILL HELP ADVANCE THIS VISION
THROUGH EFFORTS TO:
• Grow and diversify the Baton Rouge Area economy
• Cultivate the region’s talent
• Transform the Baton Rouge Area’s quality of life
• Elevate the region’s external image
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A STRONG FOUNDATION:
THE FOUR GOALS
COMMUNITY, BRAC IS COMMITTED TO ACHIEVING THESE FOUR
GOALS, EACH OF EQUAL IMPORTANCE, EACH CONNECTED TO

GOAL 1

THE OTHER.
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GROW AND DIVERSIFY THE BATON
ROUGE AREA ECONOMY
New jobs were created since the recession and it is important to
support those employers so they can sustain operations or grow.
Some of that job growth has come in emerging sectors such as
software and biofuels. Louisiana is poised for further expansion
in chemical/petrochemical manufacturing, and the region must
deepen supply chains that accelerate the state’s competitive
position. Diversifying the economy requires taking advantage
of assets like Pennington Biomedical Research Center and
Louisiana State University, while also sustaining more growing
small businesses and developing a more robust innovation and
startup economy.

FOUR STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES WILL
ADVANCE THIS GOAL:
•

Align and deepen BRAC’s targeted business retention,
attraction and small business approaches

•

Promote major assets for diversification and competitiveness

•

Accelerate entrepreneurship, high-growth firms
and business innovation

•

Continually enhance the region’s business climate

GOAL 2

WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE CAPITAL REGION’S BUSINESS

CULTIVATE THE REGION’S TALENT
To achieve the first goal will require greater access to talent and workforce at
every part of the talent pipeline. Business leaders are concerned about finding
qualified employees, while at the same time there is a global war for talent
requiring new regional strategies to help companies find and attract skilled
people. Today’s emerging talent is looking for growth opportunities in a place
that’s interesting, diverse, inclusive and open to new ideas and change – all
factors the Baton Rouge Area must embrace to attract this demographic.
The region currently possesses a high concentration of STEM degrees – a
credential coveted by the very industry sectors BRAC is targeting for growth,
and yet requires even more STEM educated graduates to compete. The regional
workforce system must operate in close coordination with the needs of the
regional economy both now and in the future. In addition to seeking a workforce
delivery system that produces the best talent, we must advance strategies to
increase in-migration of talent to the region.

FOUR OBJECTIVES ARE NECESSARY
TO ACHIEVE THIS GOAL:
•
•

Expand STEM learning and partnerships in PK-12 public education

•

Attract and retain top talent that supports our targeted business sectors

•

Promote the business case for diversity and inclusion

Align regional workforce development systems to meet business needs
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Environment is absolutely a top location factor for businesses and
talent. In order to achieve the first two goals, it becomes necessary
to transform our quality of life and quality of place. We must
acknowledge our challenges and address them head-on. We must
solve traffic congestion and build the infrastructure for the future.
Public education around the region must continue to be transformed
into one to which all Baton Rouge Area residents would be proud to
send their children. The region’s leaders must be bold and unified,
and expect nothing short of urgent action. That means being more
aggressive with what we expect on behalf of the region’s businesses.
Stakeholders agree that an ambitious undertaking of beautification
must take place to create clean, unique and beautiful public spaces.
There must be a movement to make the Baton Rouge Area a visibly
beautiful, thriving place with a national reputation that reflects
how businesses and talent feel about it.

FOUR OBJECTIVES DRIVE TOWARD THIS GOAL:

ELEVATE THE REGION’S EXTERNAL IMAGE
A region’s external identity can shape the decisions of people and businesses
considering moving to it. Quite simply – it’s up to us to tell our story. We
must focus on defining and creating a regional identity that can be collectively
translated to key outside audiences. This image must focus on what
differentiates the Baton Rouge Area from other mid-sized metros. Internally,
the image is strong – tied to culture, traditions, family and often LSU.
However, stakeholders believe the external image is at best neutral, and at
worst, negative. We should not push a brand for the region simply for better
recognition, but to fulfill the specific goals of quality jobs and investment, and
attracting people to fuel our growth.
As the flow of influence, labor and investment increases among these metro
areas, our external image is increasingly linked to southeast Louisiana across
a super-regional economy, covering the Northshore, Greater New Orleans, and
the Bayou Region (Houma-Thibodaux).

THREE STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES WILL
ACHIEVE THIS GOAL:

Act as a change agent on major initiatives and policy reforms that
enhance quality of life and economic growth

•
•

Articulate the Baton Rouge Area’s value to businesses and talent

•
•

Champion swift transportation and traffic solutions

•

Advance formal super-regional efforts

•

Advocate for transformational quality of place initiatives

•
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GOAL 4

GOAL 3

TRANSFORM THE BATON ROUGE
AREA’S QUALITY OF LIFE

Execute a sustained media relations strategy to target audiences

Improve access to high-quality school choices for all families in the
Baton Rouge Area
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FIVE YEARS. EIGHT PRIORITIES.
AMONG THE NUMEROUS ACTIVITIES THAT BRAC WILL EXECUTE
IN THE YEARS AHEAD, THE FOLLOWING EIGHT PRIORITIES WILL
BE PURSUED AS CORNERSTONES OF THE ORGANIZATION’S
STRATEGIC EFFORTS.

4
AGGRESSIVELY
PROMOTE THE WATER
CAMPUS TO FULFILL
ITS HIGHEST AND
BEST USE RELATED
TO ECONOMIC
DIVERSIFICATION

1
DEVELOP A PERMANENT
SOLUTION TO THE
I-10 PROBLEM AND
OTHER REGIONAL
TRANSPORTATION
CHALLENGES

6
2

PURSUE THE
DEVELOPMENT OF
A FULL MEDICAL
SCHOOL IN THE
REGION

AGGRESSIVELY PURSUE
EDUCATION REFORMS
THAT OFFER THE BEST
PUBLIC PK-12 CHOICES
TO STUDENTS

3
CREATE A WORLD-CLASS
PROGRAM FOR ASSISTING
EXISTING BUSINESSES
IN THE REGION
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5
CREATE A PROGRAM
TO RETAIN AND
ATTRACT TALENT THAT
RIVALS THOSE OF
THE NATION’S
TOP METROS

7
PERMANENTLY
ESTABLISH A UNIFIED,
COMPREHENSIVE
EXTERNAL IMAGE
STRATEGY FOR
THE REGION

IMPROVE THE
REGION’S PHYSICAL
ATTRACTIVENESS
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CHALLENGES
AND OPPORTUNITIES

FIXING CRIPPLED INFRASTRUCTURE

THE BATON ROUGE AREA HAS EXPERIENCED TREMENDOUS

point to a road system that is maxed out. The lack of short-term fixes or

GROWTH IN ITS EMPLOYMENT BASE, WORKFORCE AND
WAGES OVER THE PAST DECADE. HOWEVER, THE REGION IS
STILL HAMPERED BY CRITICAL COMPETITIVE CHALLENGES

High commute times, solo commuters, truck congestion and low transit ridership
consensus on next steps for long-term solutions could have a devastating effect
on the region’s capacity to attract and grow more jobs.

THAT THREATEN THE GAINS OF PAST DECADES IF THEY ARE

ACCELERATING WORKFORCE
COMPETITIVENESS

NOT ADDRESSED STRATEGICALLY. BELOW ARE NUMEROUS

While the Baton Rouge Area boasts a young and growing workforce, in-

OPPORTUNITIES AND VULNERABILITIES FOR THE BATON

migration and educational attainment data reflect a labor pool that may lack

ROUGE AREA’S LONG-TERM PROSPERITY AND POSITION AS A

the diversity of skills and experience that firms in desired sectors would

TOP METRO FOR TALENT AND BUSINESS.

require. The region is making gains on post-secondary degree attainment,
but challenges with the public K-12 schools could continue to have a negative
impact on the quality of the workforce.

CONTINUED ECONOMIC DIVERSIFICATION
AND PRODUCTIVITY
The region’s heavy manufacturing concentration drives a highly productive
workforce. Stakeholders have emphasized the value of this existing industry

MEASURING OUR PERFORMANCE

base, while also noting the importance of adding more homegrown and

MEASURING SUCCESS AND ASSESSING PERFORMANCE ARE

recruited companies in fields that diversify our regional economy.

AN IMPORTANT COMPONENT TO THE PLAN FOR THE BATON
ROUGE AREA. BRAC WILL REPORT ON TWO SETS OF METRICS:

ASSERTING THE REGION’S IDENTITY
AND VALUE
Despite the region’s – and the state’s – generally favorable environment
for business, the Baton Rouge Area still struggles to differentiate its

REGIONAL DYNAMICS – These measure regional performance in key
demographic, socioeconomic, economic and quality of life attributes, but
are heavily influenced by a variety of factors unrelated to implementation.

identity and distinctive value to talent, entrepreneurs and businesses in
the emerging sectors it hopes to mature. Currently, the region’s traffic
congestion and negative perceptions of crime and schools are telling the
story of the Baton Rouge Area. It’s up to us to change that narrative.
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IMPLEMENTATION PROGRESS – These provide accountability for
programs and partners to ensure investments are leveraged for strategic
activities within the broader context of the five-year plan.
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DIFFERENTIATING BENEFITS

BRAC INVESTMENT LEVELS
LEVEL					

INVESTMENT

Supporting Investor 			

$4,000

Policy Investor 			

$10,000

R&D Investor 			

$15,000

Development Investor 			

$25,000

Board Investor 			

$50,000

Executive Investor 			

$100,000

• Engagement plan*
• Economic Outlook
• Discounted talent services
• Exclusive campaign investor events
• Monthly BRAC CEO email briefings with monthly economic indicators report
• Quarterly BRAC investor teleconference
• Highlighted profile in BRAC’s business directory with link to company website
• Recognition in published campaign investor list included in Catalyst, annual report, and BRAC’s website

• One complimentary resume database search per year
• One complimentary talent development consultation*
• Discounted BRAC event sponsorships
• Research paper and policy briefings
• Two complimentary registrations to BRAC’s Monthly Lunch per year
• BRAC promotion/C-level representation at company events

• Project win receptions*
• One complimentary, customized candidate recruitment tour
• One complimentary, customized research report per year*
• One complimentary, customized policy briefing per year
• BRAC investor mailing list (for marketing purposes)

• Business Development Advisory Committee seat
• Inclusion in Business Development Resource Guide* provided to prospects
• Business Development Advisory Committee exclusive events
• Two complimentary, customized candidate recruitment tours
• Two complimentary, customized research reports per year
• Two complimentary registrations to BRAC’s Signature Speaker event per year

• Board of Directors seat
• Private engagements with business development prospects
• Customized, annual BRAC CEO briefings on location
• Three complimentary, customized candidate recruitment tours
• Three complimentary, customized research reports per year
• Two complimentary registrations to BRAC’s annual event

* Engagement plan – a customized plan to maximize a business’ BRAC investment
Talent development consultation - one-hour strategy session with BRAC’s Talent Development department to review best
practices and assist in employee recruitment plans
Research reports - economic, demographic, workforce and industry-specific research, as well as comparative analysis
Project win receptions – receptions with BRAC’s project wins
Business Development Resource Guide - publication highlighting BRAC’s top strategic partners and investors; distributed to
business development prospects, wins and other key stakeholders; produced annually

• Executive Committee seat
• Private newcomer orientation on location for an investor’s new hires
• Logo recognition on BRAC website
• CEO Leadership Group
While benefits at each level build upon the previous level, the number of complimentary tours, reports and registrations are specified by level.
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